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ABSTRACT
Purpose: The purpose is to overcome numerical problems arising in structural instability numerical
computations for equilibrium configurations corresponding to increasing loads on structures having points of
instability or more generally large non linearity.
Design/methodology/approach: The used numerical methodology was the finite element method with the
particular technique of non linear transient dynamic analysis. In such way dynamic equilibrium paths, which are
able to lead to required corresponding static ones, can be obtained.
Findings: A methodology to develop this kind of analyses as well as a procedure to set some initial parameters
and to check the accuracy of the solution have been investigated and pointed out.
Research limitations/implications: In the future it will be possible to apply the investigated numerical
procedure to other practical cases.
Originality/value: We have overcome the limitations in the use of the Newton-Raphson classical method when
load control conditions are considered. We also emphasise the practical limits of the Arc Length technique,
which requires consistent formulations of the element stiffness matrix in non-linear field; this kind of high
precision is often not available in the common FE codes.
Keywords: Arc-length; Buckling; Post-buckling; Quasi-static analysis

1.
Introduction
1. Introduction
Nowadays, especially in the aeronautical field thinner and
thinner panels are used thanks to the availability of very stiff
materials by which lighter panels for fuselages can be obtained.
This geometrical characterization points out the problem of
buckling and structural static equilibrium. Some previous works
[1-29], for example, deal with the problem of non-linear static
equilibrium taking account of large displacements for thin
cylindrical panels in composite material under axial, shear or
torsional loads, or material nonlinearity.

The difficulty in determining critical points and reaching
equilibrium points on non-stable paths was studied and solved by
Wempner and Riks [30-32] in the seventies by using the Arc
Length technique, which at present is implemented in various
finite element codes commercially available.
The present numerical work deals with the peculiar
characteristics of stability and convergence of the Arc Length
method and, in particular, with the algorithms available in
commercial codes, such as ANSYS and NASTRAN, by which
numerical evaluations have been performed. An in-house code
[33] has been developed in order to better investigate the method
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and its procedural parameters set-up, by means of non-linear
analyses of beam structures. These results are successively
compared with those obtained by using the aforesaid commercial
codes in which these parameters are often not defined by users.
Moreover this study points out the possibility to obtain points of
static equilibrium by using the classical FEM algorithms utilized
in dynamical solutions [34, 35].
With this assumption we consider the structure, whose
degrees of freedom are provided with opportunely chosen
damping factors, under loads slowly increasing over a wide
interval of time, so that the quasi-static equilibrium path can be
confused with the static path determined in the stable intervals. In
this way we can reach equilibrium points which otherwise would
be difficult to obtain through static analysis.
Finally we show the influence of the parameters set-up on the
dynamic solutions and suggest some criteria to determine, with
required accuracy, the quasi-static equilibrium path, also reducing
the computational effort.

2. Static
equilibrium
in instability
2.
Static
equilibrium
in
instability
condition
condition
The problem of static equilibrium in geometrically non-linear
field within a FEM procedure leads to the following governing
equation

�(u)=P

(1)

which expresses the balance of the external forces vector P with the
nodal forces �(u), whose dependence on displacements u is nonlinear. The above equilibrium equation is usually solved by NewtonRaphson (NR) or derived methods. This well known technique
consists in the solution of a series of linear equations as follows
K(ui)�ui+1 =P-�(ui),

(2)

where ui represents the i-th approximation of the solution u; K(ui)
is the matrix containing the derivatives of the internal forces
vector �(u) with reference to each term of the vector u, evaluated
in the point ui; finally, P-�(ui), are the so called residual forces
which determine the increment �ui+1 of displacements. At every
iteration the vector ui is updated as ui+1 = ui + �ui+1 and the
other derived quantities are consequentially changed. We consider
that the convergence is recovered when the residual forces
become smaller than an assigned value; if the matrix K of
derivatives, which coincides with the tangent stiffness of the
structure, holds his positive definitiveness, the procedure is
convergent and the convergence is quadratic.
The Arc Length (AL) method, originally introduced by Wempner
[30] and Riks [31, 32], and treated, among others, by Crisfield [36-40]
is apt to follow equilibrium paths which offer unstable points, where
it is not possible to find solutions of eq. (1) with NR techniques. The
AL method consists in the solution of the non-linear incremental
system given by the following equations
G = �(u + �u) - (� + ��)P* = 0
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g = �uT�u + �2��2 = �2 ,

(3b)

where the vector (u; �) represents the currently calculated
equilibrium point, � is the reference load P* multiplier and � an
opportunely chosen scale factor. The last equation requires that
the vector (�u; ���) norm gets a fixed value �; this means that
the point (u + �u; � + ��) belongs to a quadratic hypersurface
centered in (u; �). The system of eq. (3), provided that the
hypersurface parameter � is small enough, is stable and it is
possible to obtain the solution by means of NR algorithms also for
paths describing physically unstable equilibrium. It is appropriate
and sometimes necessary to employ this technique; for example,
in presence of a limit point in which the stiffness matrix is
singular, it would be necessary to gradually reduce the load step
by using the conventional NR technique. In this case the load
increment is given by the quantity ��P*, which decreases
automatically when the limit point is approximated; this is due to
the constraint imposed by the eq. (3b) at the same time without
influencing neither the stability of the algorithm nor the fastness of
convergence. When it is necessary to overcome an unstable zone to
verify the presence of further stable branches along the whole
equilibrium path, the use of AL could be necessary if the distance
between two stable branches would make impossible or too difficult
the convergence of the eq. (1). Anyway the use of this technique
becomes absolutely necessary if, for any reason, it is relevant to
know the behaviour of an unstable piece of equilibrium path.

3. Resolutive
techniques
for the for
Arc3.
Resolutive
techniques
the
Arc-Length
method
Length method
The Newton-Raphson method applied to the system of eq. (3)
leads to the following equations
� K ( u � �u i )
� P * � ��u i �1 �
��
��
�
i T
2� 2 ��i � ���i �1 �
� 2( �u )
� � �( u � �u i ) � ( � � ��i )P * � � � G i �
�� 2
�
i T
i
2
i 2� � 2
i�
� � � ( �u ) ( �u ) �� ( �� ) � � � � g �

(4)

The results are the increments �ui+1 e ��i+1 corresponding
to the i-th approximation of the solution. Even if the stiffness
matrix of the structure is singular, the matrix of derivatives is,
generally, non-singular; this property allows the iterative
algorithm to hold its convergence capabilities also on unstable
segments of the equilibrium path. But, unlike the matrix K, it is
neither symmetric nor banded; in order to avoid this
inconvenient, which does not allow the usage of standard
solution processors usually employed for structural analysis
with FEM, we can resort, for example, to the technique
suggested by Crisfield. From the eq. (4) the displacements
increment is obtained in the form
�ui+1 = -K -1(u + �ui)Gi +��i+1(K -1(u + �ui)P*) =
= �uI + �� i+1�uII .

(5)
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By using the second of eq. (3) written for the two successive
iterations i and i+1, and imposing that successive approximations
of the solution lie on the hypersurface , we obtain the expression
(�u i+1)T�u i+1 + �2(�� i+1)2 =
= (�u i)T�u i + �2(�� i)2 = �2

g’ = (�uT�u + �2��2) (1/2) = � ,
(6)

then, after the substitution of �u i+1 e �� i+1 respectively given
by the relations

�u i+1 = �u i + �uI + �� i+1�uII
�

�� i+1 = �� i + �� i+1

(7)

we get the following quadratic expression in the variable ��i+1,
which makes it possible to evaluate definitively the increment of
the displacement vector
a(�� i+1)2 + b�� i+1 + c = 0

(8)

where

b = 2((�ui + �uI)T�uII + �2���i)
c = (�ui + �uI)T(�ui + �uI) + �2���i - �2.
By using this technique the operations of factorization on the
augmented matrix do not have to be performed and then the
computational effort for the single iteration is not so different
from the one which is necessary to solve only the eq. (1).
An approximate solution technique [41] consists in evaluating
��i+1 by using the following linear expression

� i � ( �u i )T �u I
� 2 ��i � ( �u i )T �u II

the corresponding incremental equation is written
� ��u i �1 �
� K ( u � �u i )
� P*
�
�
i
i
2
i
i � � i �1 �
� �� / g' � ��� �
� �u / g'
� � �( u � �u i ) � ( � � ��i )P * � � � G i �
�
��
i T
i
i 2� �
2
i�
� � � ( �u ) ( �u ) �� ( �� ) � � � � g' �

by which we finally obtain the increment

��i �1 �

( � � g' i ) g' i �( �u i )T �u I

� 2 ��i � ( �u i )T �u II

(10)

that has the same form of eq. (9).
This technique leads to an equilibrium solution close to the
one derived from the Crisfield algorithm with the advantage of
using a linear expression for the increment.
For the following application examples it has been applied,
among the others, an “in-house” solver based on the described
technique.

a = (�uII)T�uII + �2

��i �1 �

subsequent iterations, that the norm of the vector (�u; ���) becomes
also very different from the initial value �, causing the partial loss of
stability benefit obtainable by the Arc Length technique.
By writing the constraint (3b) in the following equivalent way

(9)

4.Numerical
Numerical
investigation
on
4.
investigation
on the Arc
the Arc Length method
Length method
Some analyses of simple structures have been made whose
equilibrium paths show unstable zones, by using in these cases the
finite elements code ANSYS 5.7 and the aforesaid in house code.
The structure of Fig. 1, whose SPAR elements present axial
stiffness only, is provided with only two degrees of freedom and
its equilibrium path can be calculated also analytically according

where the scalar quantity �i may be defined in some different ways.
The simplest criterion is to impose �i = 0. In this way the
increment ��i+1 is defined by the equivalent expression
(�u i; ��� i) � (�u i+1; ��� i+1) = 0,
that is an orthogonal relationship between the (i+1)-th increment
vector and the i-th approximation of the incremental solution vector.
Such an easier solution does not oblige us to choose at every
iteration, between the two solutions of eq. (8), the one leading
towards the right direction of the equilibrium curve.
On the contrary, it is less stable than the previous one, obliging
sometimes to reduce considerably the value of the parameter �.
Actually the evaluation of the increment of the load parameter
according to the eq. (9), without considering exactly the eq. (3b), does
not constrain the i-th approximation of the equilibrium point to lie on
the aforesaid hypersurface; in this way it is possible, with the
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Fig. 1. Simple snap-back or snap-through schema. to the
following parametric expression referred to the x direction
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FB = -K(l1(uB)-l1(0))cos(�(uB)) = FA = F
uA = uB + F/Km

(11)

where l1(uB) = (L2 + (uB - L)2)(1/2) is the current length of the
initially inclined bar, cos(�(uB)) = (L - uB)/l1(uB) the projection
of the same bar on the x axis, FA and FB the nodal forces in
direction x and uA and uB the corresponding displacements.
The cylindrical shell whose characteristics are shown in Fig.
2, has been discretised by using quadratic shell elements available
in the ANSYS library limiting, for simplicity sake, the analysis to
a quarter of the structure. The straight sides have all the d.o.f. ’s
constrained except the rotations around the direction parallel to
the cylinder axis. This kind of behaviour of the examined
structure has been numerically evaluated, for different values of
the shell thickness, by Crisfield [36] and Surana [42].
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The analysis by finite elements with the Arc-Length technique
implemented in the ANSYS code reveals more and more
convergence difficulties when this ratio gets smaller. It has been
found that, for the analyzed structure �max is a crucial parameter
for the convergence. For Km/K = 1 (Fig. 4) the snap-back does
not take place and the convergence is reached by assuming �max
less than the one corresponding to an initial increment of the load
multiplier � equal to about 1/20; on the contrary if the ratio Km/K
= 0.28 (Fig. 5) it is necessary, in order to recover the whole
equilibrium path without inversion of direction, to set up the
initial increment of ��equal at most to 1/2000, because the
algorithm becomes unstable for bigger load steps.

Fig. 2. Cylindrical shell with unstable behaviour [36]
Finally, the structure shown in Fig. 3, is made up of beam
elements with square section and is constrained and loaded just
like the previous one.

Fig. 4. Equilibrium path of the first schema without snap-back

Fig. 3. Beam-made shell with unstable behaviour [33]
The equilibrium paths of the first analyzed structure (Figs. 4
and 5) always show a snap-through, when the ratio Km/K
between the rod stiffness changes, and a contemporary snap-back
might be present. The latter possibility occurs when Km/K
becomes lower than �2-1, as the analytical expression (11) of the
same path shows.
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The cylindrical shell structure presents a behaviour strongly
influenced by the thickness. When the thickness is t=12.7 mm
(Fig. 6) the case may be solved by setting up the displacement
increment of the central node A and then verifying the reaction;
but if we want to impose directly the force, it is necessary to use
the Arc Length method owing to the presence of snap-through. In
this second case we can identify, without any relevant difficulty,
the equilibrium path with a large possibility to choose the initial
parameters. If the shell thickness is t=6.35 mm (Fig. 7) the use of
Arc-length method is compulsory owing to the presence of the
snap-back. In this case the choice of the calculation options, and
in particular of the initial value of �, �0, and the maximum

allowed value �max, greatly influences the convergence of the
solution, even if it has been reached without too many difficulties.
The results shown in the Figures are in good agreement with those
presented in [36] and [39].
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The plots related to this kind of structure also show
equilibrium paths evaluated by the in-house solver. The
elaborated solver, also endowed with the ability of the load step
agreement to the curvature of the equilibrium path, presents the
best stability qualities being able to point out, without any
difficulty and with a reduced number of load steps complicated
paths just like those shown in Figs. 10 and 11.

Fig. 5. Equilibrium path of the first schema with snap-back
The equilibrium paths of the third kind of structure (Figs. 8 11) show a qualitative behaviour very similar to that of the shell.
Also in this case, when the geometrical parameter l diminishes,
we proceed from easily identified paths with only snap through to
paths with characteristics of more difficult numerical convergence
which in addition present snap-back or quite “curling”.
For l = 16 mm the analysis does not present any difficulty and
the convergence may be reached by large field of initial
parameters variation. If we put l = 9 mm we can point out the
presence of a marked snap-back. In this case the difficulties of the
analysis convergence are certainly higher by using the ANSYS
code: only by setting up a load step number included between 90
and 110 we can redraw the entire equilibrium curve. If the step
number is higher than 110 the return to the already evaluated path
occurs; but if the mentioned number is less than 90 the instability
of the iterative procedure appears with an untimely jump on the
second stable branch as soon as the trend towards the snap-back
effect starts to be considerable. Besides, also in the case in which
the critical zone is overcome, the equilibrium points are not
evaluated in succession along the curve, but they are the results of
numerous changes of direction which stop only after many load
steps, allowing in this way to go on following the path.
By reducing the value of l (Figs.10 and 11), in spite of
numerous tests performed varying each initial parameter, the
ANSYS solver has not been able to overcome the first snap-back.
In some cases, by adequately increasing the number of load steps,
we can anyway obtain the convergence; but as this problem
involves a number of dof’s equal about to fifty and the number of
necessary steps is estimated to be of magnitude order of hundreds
of thousands it is difficult to get results in reasonable time.
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Fig. 6. Equilibrium path of a thick cylindrical shell

Fig. 7. Equilibrium path of a thin cylindrical shell
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Fig. 8. Thick structure: only snap-through is present

Fig. 10. Thin structure equilibrium path

Fig. 9. Moderately thick structure: snap-back is present

Fig. 11. Very thin structure equilibrium path
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5.
Analysis
of results
5. Analysis
of results
The option of non-linear static evaluation of results by the Arc
Length method, implemented in commercial FE codes, generally
implies the possibility of using a certain number of parameters
among those we discussed in the previous paragraphs. Four or
five instructions are usually included which allow the definition
of these parameters: three of them define the initial length �0, the

maximum �max and the minimum �min of the parameter �, while
the others are indirectly present through their influence on the
automatic optimization procedure of this length. The careful
choice of these parameters determines not only the number of
equilibrium points which are evaluated and the computation
times, but also the same length of the curve, in the domain (u; �)
revealed before convergence difficulties arise.
For example, if the particular shape of the path needs, for the
automatic adaptive procedure, smaller and smaller load steps, the
analysis will be stopped when the lowest fixed length of the arc
radius has been reached. In this case, if it is possible, we must
restart the analysis starting from the latest found equilibrium
point, after varying opportunely the initial parameters.
On this subject, in order to utilize efficiently the restart option, it
is suitable that the restart point of the new analysis lies on a stable
zone of the equilibrium curve. On the contrary we introduce a
strong instability reason in the iterative algorithm which cannot be
always overcome.
Moreover, convergence problems may arise which can be
avoided with much more difficulties because of instability caused
by the use of the relation (9) instead of (8) in evaluating the
increment of the load parameter. In some cases this increment
offers an uncontrolled increasing modulus while the iterations in
the same load step proceed as far as to reach the maximum
allowed values by the initial parameters. At this point the
automatic bisection procedure of the radius � is carried out; but it
is not able in every case to solve this instability condition and
performs successive bisections as far as the value �min is reached
and the analysis stops without reaching the convergence.
We can attempt to solve the problem by varying the initial
amplitude of the load step and/or � limits, which could turn out to
be too large or too small. Anyway we must point out that the same
instability may lead to the individuation of an equilibrium point
also very far from the starting point in spite of the constraint
imposed to the load and displacement increments, especially if an
excessive value for the parameter �max is chosen.
A typical erroneous trend of the method, present in nuce
already in the quadratic formulation lying on the hypersurface
(eq. 3b), consists in the tendency to evaluate equilibrium points
belonging to the already evaluated path. Usually the commercial
codes offer a check routine capable to point out in many cases this
difficulty and to attempt a solution by dividing the currently
imposed value of �.
But sometimes the mistake is not pointed out and the analysis
proceeds without interruptions running over the already
determined whole path. In these cases the analysis must be
repeated from the starting point after varying the solution
parameters or stopping the computation before the inversion in
order to try, if it is possible, a further restart.
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6.
Procedure
parameters
for
6. Procedure
parameters
for dynamical
dynamical
transient
analysis
transient analysis
From the discussion presented in the previous sections, it is
possible to infer that the convergence problems arising around the
critical points durig the static analysis are caused essentially by
ill-conditioning of the stiffness matrix K. If there is not the
possibility to use an alternative solver, this situation can be
avoided by using solution algorithms of dynamic transients in the
way that we will expose in what follows.
It is worth noting that the dynamical transient analysis implies
the determination of the dynamical response of a structure to any
time-dependent load for which any step by step configuration of
the examined structure will be influenced not only by the same
load but also by the mass and damping distribution.
Referring to finite element formulation, the governing equation of
dynamical equilibrium in matrix form is written as

�� + C u� + �� u ) = F(t),
Mu

(12)

where
M is the mass matrix,
C is the damping matrix,
� is the nodal force vector,
u�� is the nodal accelerations vector,
u� is the nodal velocities vector,
u is the nodal displacements vector,
F(t) is the nodal loads vector.
In order to utilize the algorithms of dynamic transients to
obtain static equilibrium points which contain unstable zones, it is
necessary that the forces deriving from the presence of masses
and dissipations are reduced up to the quasi static equilibrium by
searching, at the same time, the maximum efficiency in the
computational effort in terms of times and then in terms of total
number of iterations.
Quantities parameters for solving algorithm on which we can
operate to achieve the above mentioned results are:
a) the damping matrix C, depending on the damping value
imposed to the system as internal damping of the material or,
similarly to the examined case, as � and ��defined in what
follows;
b) the mass matrix M, easily to control by means of value of
material density, or eventually, of lumped masses;
c) the time interval of the load application and the imposed
integration step �t.

7. Determination
of procedure
7.
Determination
of procedure
parameters
parameters
In order to develop the dynamical analysis whose aims are
discussed in the previous paragraphs, the parameters in the
procedure listed above must be opportunely determined taking in
account some considerations.
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First, in order to obtain a good approximation to static solution it
is necessary to introduce some damping to contrast the effect of
inertial forces. But relatively high damping could cause the increasing
of computational times because it would take a longer time to reduce
the effect of velocity dependent forces. The ideal goal would be to
introduce a damping which is a little higher than the critical damping
of the system in the frequency band mostly excited during the loading
process.
The damping matrix, as it is well known, usually may be defined as
C = ��M + �K
where the values of � and ��must be externally imposed and
influence each vibration mode by determining the relative
damping coefficient �i, equal to ratio between the effective and the
critical damping.
If �i is the natural angular frequency of the i-th mode, � and �
satisfy the relation

�i = ����i + ���i ���

(13)

To the aim of the developed investigation, we assume, as
usual, that the damping factor ��is approximately constant and
slightly higher than the unity (e.g. 1.01) in a defined frequency
band; so, given ��and an interval of frequencies �i � �j , we obtain
a system of two equations with two unknowns � e � which are

���������i �j ����i + �j)
������������i + �j).

(14)

With regard to the forces depending on mass distribution, by
changing the matrix [M] operating on the material density or
multiplying by a constant term the value of lumped masses, we
only modify the time scale without influencing the final result.
Finally, some considerations must be pointed out concerning the
algorithm of Newmark [43] utilized in the dynamical calculations; the
procedure is based on the well known recursive relation

�u� n�1� � �u� n � � ��1 � � ��u��n � � � �u��n�1���t
�
�
�u n�1� � �u n � � �u� n ��t � ��� 1 � � ���u��n � � � �u��n�1�� �t 2
�
�� 2
�

where

������are the Newmark integration parameters,
�t = tn+1 - tn,
�un � is the nodal displacement vector at time tn,
�u� n � is the nodal velocity vector at time tn,

�u��n � is the nodal acceleration vector at time tn,
�u n �1� is the nodal displacement vector at time tn+1,
�u� n �1� is the nodal velocity vector at time tn+1,
�u��n �1� is the nodal acceleration vector at time tn+1.

From these relations we obtain the governing equation in the
unknown �u n �1�
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�a0 �M � � a1�C � � �K ���u n�1� �

(15)

� �

� F a � �M ��a0 �un � � a2 �u�n � � a3 �u��n �� � �C ��a1�un � � a4 �u�n � � a5 �u��n ��

where
a0 =

a3 =

1

��t 2
1
�1
2�

a1 =

�
��t

a2 =

a4 =

�
�1
�

a5 =

1

��t

a3

�
�t � �
� � 2 ��
2 �� �
�

The overcoming convergence problems, as already
emphasized, around the critical points during the static analysis
are caused by the ill-conditioning of the stiffness matrix K. We
can avoid this difficulty during the dynamical transient analysis
by choosing an opportunely small time integration step �t. In fact,
by replacing the mentioned constant values in the multiplying
matrix of the displacement vector, in which we assumed � = 1/4
and � = 1/2 [44], we obtain the matrix
2� �
� 1
� 2� �
���M � � �1 �
��
�
��K � = [K*] ,
2
�t �
�t �
�
� 4�t

whose first term, with positive determinant, increases when �t
diminishes and/or when ��also increases.
The influence of Newmark parameters on good conditioning
of stiffness matrix K* is inferred from the same eq. (15); this
conditioning is improved when ��decreases and when � increases.
It is worth noting that the algorithm is unconditionally stable if
the limitations described in [44] are satisfied.
If we want to obtain a quasi-static solution by means of the
eq. (12), the dynamic terms, dependent on velocity and
acceleration, must be negligible with regard to the static term
��u�. This condition should be formulated, by introducing a norm
rate, as follows

�� + C u� || / ||���u��|| < �.
� = || M u

(16)

The calculation of the check parameter � , by which it is
possible to establish the accuracy of the quasi-static solution, is
performed, within this work, by using an opportunely developed
Fortran routine.

8.
Numerical
investigations
on
8. Numerical
investigations
on quasiquasi-static
analysis
static analysis
By describing the following applications we can define the
different steps necessary for the development of the investigation
by pointing out every time the influence and the causes of the
choice of different parameters examined in the previous section
and comparing the results with known numerical solutions. The
first case we examined is the thin shell already shown in Fig. 2.
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Some considerations concerning a right setting of different
parameters which influence the dynamical transient analysis we
discussed about in the previous sections must be added.
In order to determine � and � parameters, it is convenient to
develop first of all a preliminary harmonic analysis from which
derive the frequency response of amplitudes of different
displacements of the structure under sinusoidal load of amplitude
equal to the maximum value of the applied load with an
opportunely small damping (Fig. 12). By this analysis it will be
possible to determine what are the natural frequencies of the system
mainly excited by the application of the imposed type of load.
Thus it will be possible to identify the frequency band in
which we can assume a constant value of the damping factor ���in
such a way as to damp all the unwanted structural vibrations.
In problems in which the non-linearity highly affects the natural
frequency value and in particular in cases which involve static
instability of the structure, as in the treated case, it has to be remarked
that sometimes natural frequencies of the system, different from the
ones evaluated by harmonic analysis, will be detected.
If we choose a frequency band ranging between the first and
the n-th significant natural frequencies, those less than the first
one which have effect around the critical point will be strongly
damped. In these cases, also considering the arbitrariness in
assuming the maximum significant frequency, we refer only to the
first resonance frequency, by posing in (14) �i = �j= �1.
The value of the first natural frequency of the system gives,
for the examined case, the damping coefficients � = 12.2 sec-1 e �
= 0.084 sec.

Fig. 12. Frequency response of the cylindrical shell
By using these damping coefficients and assuming a time interval
for the application of the load equal to about 40 times the period of
the first vibration mode of the structure (T1 � 0.5sec), by dynamic
analysis equilibrium points are obtained and shown in Fig. 13.
In the same Figure it is possible to compare these points with
the static equilibrium curve, previously obtained by using the Arc
Length method.
The second analysed case is a typical stiffened thin panel,
whose geometrical and structural characteristics have been
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reported in Fig. 14. The static solutions shown, among the
dynamic ones, in Fig. 15, have been obtained by using the Arc
Length method, by means of the MSC NASTRAN code. It
presents a principal equilibrium path and two secondary ones
determined by using different initial parameters set-up.
While analysing the results obtained by the developed
investigation, shown in Figs. 13 and 15 it is necessary above all to
point out that, by considering the dynamical approach of the
problem, it is not possible to determine the unstable equilibrium
points related to the snap-back part of the curve; on the other hand
these points may not have any particular significant engineering
meaning. So by drawing the equilibrium curve obtained by the
dynamical approach we observe that the snap-back phase of the
structure is completely overcome, directly jumping from the prebuckling to the post-buckling phase.
In the first examined case, in which there is the possibility to
make comparisons with the static equilibrium path a very good
agreement between the two solutions, static and dynamic, is shown.
In the second case the static analysis has revealed three different
equilibrium paths, and there is no guarantee that others are not
present. Two dynamic analyses were performed, the first one with
high damping coefficients in order to get a quasi-static solution, the
other one with a small damping that returns a full dynamic solution.
The quasi - static solution is close to a part of the three branches
of the revealed static path, jumping without loss of continuity
from a static path to the following one. The full dynamic solution
presents a quite similar path, quantitatively, to the quasi-static and
the changes of configuration corresponding to the different static
branches occur at about the same values of the external force.
In order to ensure the accuracy of the solution, as above
mentioned, we must perform the analysis of the components of
nodal forces due to mass and damping contributes by verifying
that they are relatively small compared with the total value of the
correspondent nodal force.
By evaluating the check parameter �� the norm of non-static
components of the nodal force is shown in graphical form versus
the load application time in Fig. 16.
It is possible to infer that it is less than 1% of the applied load
value during a large part of the loading process; it is of about the
same value in the initial part of the curve, where remarkable nonlinearity phenomena do not take place and so it would be easily
valuable by static approach by simply eliminating the dynamical
effects of the transient resolutive algorithm. In the part
corresponding to the snap-back, where, as above said, it is not
possible to obtain significant equilibrium points, the defined norm
offers relatively high values.
Obviously the greater is the loading time interval, the less are
the damping effects and the greater the computing times; for this
reason the choice of the time parameter must be made by
averaging between the accuracy and the corresponding computing
time. Proceeding in this way offers the considerable advantage
that each convergence point represents an equilibrium point near to
the static one with an approximation valuable in the discussed way.
With reference to the second case, the quasi-static solution
(obtained by means of the ANSYS code) is in good agreement
with the static solution too, and the transition from an equilibrium
path to another appears to be continuous. The dynamic solutions,
developed with a very small damping factor, seem to verify the
fact that the transition between the different equilibrium paths is
well suited.
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The use of this technique can be necessary in order to
overcome unrecoverable convergence problems of the static
analysis. Moreover when more equilibrium paths are obtainable, it
permits the continuous transition among them; this seems to
develop similarly to the real phenomena.

Out of plane displacement of central node [mm]
Fig. 15. Comparisons of stiffened panel equilibrium paths

Fig. 13. Static vs quasi static equilibrium path (cyl. shell)

Fig. 16. Plot of the � norm (16)
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